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Abstract 
This paper intends to study the relationship between real estate and stock 
returns. Existing studies used time series data and found retums on real estate 
investment were weakly related to the retums from stock. This study 
complements the existing studies by using micro data in revisiting the 
correlation between capital gains from real estate and stock. In contrast to 
current studies, it is shown that capital gains of real estate and that of stock are 
closely correlated. Further, it is found that transactions volume do have effect 
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Over the past ten years, Hong Kong experienced phenomenal booms in both the 
property markets and the stock markets. From the first quarter of 1986 to the 
first quarter of 1996，the average price per square feet for residential properties 
increased by more than 5 times and the consumer price index just rose double. 
In the same period oftime, the Hang Seng Index increased by more than 6 times 
while the property stock index rose more than 10 times (Table 1.1). In fact, the 
real estate in Hong Kong has become an increasingly popular and important 
investment tool. During 1990s, the property market tended to be active in 
speculation. Through the reselling activities in the second-hand market, investors 
can eam the great profit. Meanwhile, the stock market has experienced a 
tremendous boom especially, the property stock has increased more than the 
general stocks on average. Many investors can capture large profit in the 
prosperous stock market. 
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The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the capital gain in both the real estate 
and the stock market. Our goal is to examine the positive correlation between the 
capital gain of real estate and stock. Most of the existing studies find that the 
correlation between retum from property and common stock is low or even 
negative which are using time series data ( see Ibbotson and Siegel, 1984; Fu, 
Leung and Lo, 1993 and Chiang and Ganesan, 1996 ). This study is 
complementary to the existing literature by using disaggregated data. The data 
base is provided by the Economic Property Research Centre. The record of 
property transaction price in the data base is also complied by government but the 
set of data is presented in another way. This data base provide the disaggregated 
data which is not the usual annual or quarterly property price used in most 
existing literature. We can extract individual housing estate and block that in the 
form of monthly data and can even chase back each completed record of property 
transaction. To our knowledge, no real estate study thus far has used 
disaggregated data to conduct research. 
The study period is covered from Jan 1992 to July 1998 that is the longest period 
of tlie data base. We restrict our attention to the private residential property. 
This study particularly analyses different developers' stock and property retum. 
Sun Himg Kai properties company is chosen for our mam study. The analysis is 
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divided into two mam parts. The first part is used the monthly data and the 
second part try to analyse the capital gain based on each completed record of 
transaction when it is realised. In addition, our study investigate the effect of the 





Real Estate Market 
2.1 The Importance ofReal Estate Sector 
Without doubt, real estate is very important in Hong Kong economy and 
society. The real estate and construction sectors in Hong Kong's economy has 
contributed on average over 24% to GDP since 1980 which is larger than any 
other sector of the economy such as import/export trade sector and retail sector. 
Moreover, each household in Hong Kong has over 2.5 million dollars (US 0.3 
million) worth of property and there is over 12 billion dollars (US 1.5 million) 
worth of property for every square kilometre of built up area of Hong Kong. 
Real estate is definitely the most valuable tangible asset class in the economy . 
Thus, tenant of private housing spends nearly 30% of their household income on 
housing. 
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Against this background, there is necessary to investigate the importance of real 
estate sector in the other sectors of the society. 
2.1.1) Employment Sector 
Real estate sector generate a great labour demand force. Over 160,000 persons, 
or about 7% of the total labour force, were employed within the construction and 
real estate sectors in mid-1997. This proportion does not include the workforce 
in business and financial sectors that have a close working relation with the 
property sector. 
2.1.2) Investment Sector 
In Hong Kong, there is active investment in the real estate sector. Jn 1993, the 
real estate stock per capita was estimated to be HK$550,000. (US$71,000) To 
compare with that year per capita GDP at current market price, it was only 
HK$152,087. (US$19,500) The investment in real estate sector is quite large. 
Moreover, the accumulation of the total property stock now exceeds 100,000,000 
m ,^ about two thirds of which is housing. This figure underestimate the total stock 
as they exclude many public buildings such as schools. 
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2.1.3) Banking Sector 
Actually, there is close relationship and interdependence of the property and 
construction and the banking and financial sectors which is demonstrated by the 
scale of lending. In 1997, a considerable share of the commercial bank loans, 
nearly 50% of the total local loans are borrowed for real estate sector. About 
27% of loans are for property investment and development. 
2.1.4) Government Sector 
Besides private sector, real estate is also important to the government, ki the 
financial year 1995-96, land related sources covered about 19% of the total 
government income. These include revenue from land sales (11%), rent and rates 
(3%) and from properties and investment (5%). Jn fact, this may underestimate 
the significance of property based revenues. It does not take into account of 
government incomes arising from profit tax and stamp duties. On the other hand, 
government spends about 35% of its expenditure on real estate, mostly in 
infrastructure and housing in each financial year. 
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2.2 Characteristic of the Real Estate Market 
In fact, all land in Hong Kong is ultimately owned by the Hong Kong SAR 
government and is leased to private uses under mutually agreed contract. These 
leases are classified into two types. One is renewable lease and the other is non-
renewable lease. Due to the retum of Hong Kong to China on 1 July 1997, the 
non-renewable lease that is expired after 30 June 1997 should be dealt with in 
accordance with the law of the SAR. For renewable lease, it may continue to be 
renewed in terms of existing contractual and statutory provisions for renewal of 
lease (see Chan and Poon, 1998). Thus, government's planning and development 
control strategy plays a strong role in influencing real estate industry. 
Government land is allocated for private development by means of public auction, 
public tender and private treaty grant. 
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In Hong Kong residential accommodation is categorised by size into 5 classes. 
According to Rating and Valuation Department, the definitions are as follows ; 
Class A Saleable area of less than 39.9m^ 
Class B Saleable area between 40m^ and 69.9m^ 
Class C Saleable area between 70m^ and 99.9m^ 
Class D Saleable area between 100m^ and 159.9m^ 
’ 
Class E Saleable area of at least 160m 
Basically, Class A to C can be viewed as small to medium unit. Class D and E 
are large and luxury accommodation. These 5 classes of housing take up roughly 
50% share of total housing supply in Hong Kong. From table 2.1, we can see that 
in 1995 the total private housing stocks were 886,000 units while the total public 
housing were 853,000 units. In the private housing sector, small to medium ( A 
to C ) class housing dominate the market. About 821,000 units were small to 
medium size. The large and luxury class housing were only 65,000 units. 
Moreover, the growth rate of small to medium size housing are faster than the 
large and luxury class housing. The average growth rate of private residential 
housing stock from 1985 to 1995 is about 4.6%. The private housing market 
consists of new and second-hand property. The latter is a much bigger market 
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with a larger trading volume. The annual second-hand property sales volume 
between 1985 and 1995 is account for 60-70% of total sales volume. 
The desire to own a house is deeply rooted in Chinese culture. In 1996, about 
50% of the households were owner-occupiers. The other households chose to 
pay rent for valuable tangible asset in Hong Kong. Many tenant can not afford to 
buy a unit in one payment. They usually need to apply mortgage from the bank 
in order to buy the housing unit by instalment. It is estimated that about 40% of 
the total private housing stock are still on mortgages. One of the key features of 
property and construction cycles in Hong Kong is high volatility. During 1973-
93，investment in property and construction were 2.8 times more volatile than 
gross domestic product (see Chau, Lai and Wong, 1996). Besides, price 
sensitivity of tenants is high and rapid real estate asset price adjustments occur in 
all sector. In fact, the market volatility and price fluctuation are driven by 
fundamental forces of demand and supply. On the demand side, real interest rate, 
mortgage ceiling, household income, population size, age structure, inflation rate 
and average household size are all the major factors. On the other hand, the 
supply side factors include stock of public and private housing unit and annual 
supply of land. All these supply and demand side factors will work together to 
make the dynamic change of the housing market. 
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2.3 Price Movement 
In figure 2.1, we can see that from 1984 to 1993, this is the longest period of 
sustained boom in the property market. The average annual property price 
growth at 12.3% . From 1984 to 1989, real property price had been growing at 
the average annual rate of 13.27%. Since then the average annual real rate of 
property price has been increasing at 11.28%. 
Hong Kong real estate market experienced various property cycles. The first 
cycle can be chased back to the post war period that is 1945. We are now 
existing in the cycle that began in 1985. The property market started to recover 
after the bottom of the market in 1984. Since 1985, real mortgage interest rates 
have fallen steadily due to falling nominal interest rates world-wide and also the 
increase in inflation rate in Hong Kong. The economy also began to rebound in 
1986 led by the growth of re-export. Further, since 1980 Hong Kong has 
experienced a surge of population in the age group of 25 to 44 years. This 
proportion of young adult household boosted the demand for housing. Together 
with the prosperous economic conditions，the demand for housing was growing 
faster than the supply. This lead to the rising in property price until the event at 
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Tiananen Square, Although the property market slid down in the June 1989，the 
property price had recovered to the pre-crash level by year end. Li 1990，the gulf 
crisis and the Sino-british airport negotiation caused some side effect to the 
property market. However, the market price keep on rising at 14.6%. In the 
following year, due to the negative real mortgage rates, it stimulates the rising in 
housing price. 
Public concem about rapidly rising property prices in 1991 because the developer 
privately sold housing unit to property agent or speculators who push up the 
housing price a lot. Many final user need to pay considerable premium to buy 
their units from speculator. In 1992, the government forced to adopt policies to 
suppress speculative activities. After heavy stamp duties were levied on 
transactions in the pre-sale market, speculation were reduced. However, property 
prices continued to surge. After a 70% mortgage ceiling was imposed on banks, 
property price began to fall. 
Although the 70% mortgage ceiling was very effective to curb property price 
increase, it had the side effect. Households found it very difficult to purchase 
home because they could not come up with the initial downpayment even though 
they could pay the monthly mortgage payments. Finally, the government 
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provided a subsidised home purchase scheme to help the sandwich class. Some 
developers also began to provide short term financing for home buyer. 
The imposition of a 70% mortgage ceiling succeeded in depressing real housing 
prices. However, real housing prices began to rise once again in mid 1993. 
Prices continued to surge in the beginning of 1994. The strong housing demand 
in 1993 was due to two major reasons. Firstly, the exceptionally high population 
growth in this year (2%) generate a great housing demand. The large amount of 
returning emigrants and expertises working in Hong Kong lead to a lot of housing 
needs. Secondly, the link exchange rate system has resulted a low real interest 
rate which is indirectly reducing the cost of buying a housing unit. The 
government once again impose measures to curb housing prices and speculation 
in mid-1994. The Force on Land Supply and Property Price was formed that is a 
series of measures to cool the market, mainly dealing with pre-sale of flats. The 
effects of the measures only temporarily cooled the market down for a short 
while. The economy ofHong Kong continued to be good and the demand for real 
property was still very strong. People continued to speculate on real estate. The 
property price began to increase again in 1996. In addition, the aggressive bank 
lending policies help to push the nominal property price at the end of 1996 close 
to the April 1994 peak level. 
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The surging property price in 1996 forced the government intervening the real 
estate market again. Government believed that the problem could be solved by 
increasing the supply of housing units and residential land so the government 
planned to provide enough land to meet a target of eighty-five thousand public 
and private housing units a year. In addition, the government started to 
implement the policy of the sale of public rental housing units. At that time, the 
property price is still rising until the end of the 1997. The Asian Financial Crisis 
happened in the last quarter ofl997. It is a phenomenon ofbubble economy. All 
the Asian countries economy were seriously harmed . In Hong Kong, both the 
stock and property market collapsed. In a short period of time, the property 
prices fell nearly 50%. AJ1 the speculators got a great loss and left the market. 
This also go to the bottom of this cycle. 
2.4 Major Developer 
In Hong Kong Stock Exchange, there are over 150 publicly listed property 
development companies, although only about a dozen of them are dominant many 
of them are small players. The leading property firms are controlled by Chinese. 
They become successful due to their heavy exposure to private housing 
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development during the 1980s. According to the data provided by Hong Kong 
Stock Exchange, the market capitalization of the top four real estate development 
companies in 1996 exceeds HK$610 billion (US$78billion) which is about 17% 
of the total market capitalisation. The top property company in Hong Kong is Sun 
Hung Kai Properties (6.5%) and the rest are Cheung Kong Holdings (4.5%), New 
World Development (3.8%) and Henderson Land Development (2.7%). Further 
in 1996, of the top 20 listed companies, ten are property companies. The top 
listed company is HSBC Holdings and the second is Sun Hung Kai Properties. 
From Table 2.2, we can see the market share of major developers over the period 
of 1980 to 1994, about 30% of new residential units were supplied by the four 
major developers. Cheung Kong Holdings obtain the largest market share ( 
9.8% ) and the second ( 8.9% ) is Sun Hung Kai Properties Company (see Chau, 
Lai and Wong, 1996). 
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2.4.1 SUN HUNG KAI PROPERTIES 
Sun Hung Kai Properties is chosen to be analysed in detail in the rest of the paper 
so we should introduce the background of this company. Incorporated and listed 
in 1972, Sun Hung Kai Properties has the largest development land bank in Hong 
Kong. Sun Hung Kai is the property development and investment arm of the late 
Kwok Teck Seng. After Mr.Kwok's death in late 1990, the eldest kwok son 
become chairman and younger sons became vice-chairmen. 
The company's strategy is to concentrate in the development of small to medium 
size flat especially in the New Territories. In each year，Sun Hung Kai develop a 
substantial number of residential units, about 2000-3000 flats or 8-12% of the 
majrket's annual supply. The company's business is mainly on property 
development. The revenue that come from the selling of property take up above 
70% of the total revenue. Thus, Sun Hung Kai reserves a lot of land for future 
development. From 1980 to 1990, the land holding increased from 13.40 million 
sq.ft to 32.5 million sq.ft which is the largest landholding developer among all 
other property developers. In 1995, the company held 24.5 million sq.ft. of land. 
This amount of holding is more than the Henderson that is second large land 
holder by 5.5 million sq.ft. Most of the land is located in New territories that is 
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about 70% of the total land bank. The cost of acquiring the land in New 
Territories is lower than in Kowloon or Hong Kong Island so it facilitate the 
future development of company's business. 
The success of the company is by its strategy on purchasing land. The company 
is especially active in buying land when the economy or property market suffer 
depression because the cost of land is lower during that period. When the 
economic condition or property market tend to be good, the company sell the 
property to the market for capturing profit. 
2,5 Contribution ofReal Estate Sector on Stock Market 
In 1996, among the top 20 listed companies, half of them are property or 
construction company. Moreover, many consolidated enterprises such as Lai 
Sun Garment ( Holdings ) are heavily involved in property development and 
investment. Real estate sector is important to the stock market, the property 
companies in stock market generate around 25% to 35% earnings of all listed 
companies. It was estimated that a conservatively analysis of consolidated and 
unconsolided corporate shareholding on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange 
suggested that the real estate and construction sectors represented about 45% of 
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Stock market capitalization. Comparing this share with other countries, for 
example, in the United State, this share is under 5% and in the United Kingdom 
is under 10%. In emerging Asian market it ranges between about 10% and 20% 
(see Renaud, Pretorius and Pasadilla,1997). 
2.6 Connection between Real Estate and Stock Market 
In Hong Kong, there are close links between real estate and construction sector 
and the capital market. Real estate development is presently dominated by very 
large, vertically integrated and highly capitalized companies that rely on the 
financial sector for working capital and Hong Kong Stock Exchange for equity 
capital. The providers of capital to the real estate sector outside the equity 
market and the banking system is marginal. There are no real estate investment 
trust in Hong Kong but a limited number of outstanding mortgage backed 
securities issues exist in Hong Kong . Besides, the share of the real estate sector 
capitalization is larger than that of financial sector. Financial companies account 
for between 12% and 24% of total market capitalization which have extensive 
holding of real estate loans. In December 1992, loans for real estate 
development and investment and for the purchase of residential unit accounts for 
40% of the loans for use in Hong Kong by all the deposit-taking companies. 
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Thus, the performance of the real estate markets can have substantial impact on 
the stock market. The collapse of the property market in the mid 1982 is 
accompanied by a 40% slide in the Hang Seng Index, and resulted in a series of 
financial collapses in several banks and financial companies (see Fu，Leung and 
Lo，1993). In the future, the importance of real estate sector will keep on 
growing in the stock market because developers rely on the stock market for 





Previous studies on the relationship between real estate market and stock market 
employ annual and quarterly aggregated data. To complement the literature, this 
paper uses more disaggregated data and hence our methodology may differ from 
related literature. However, the existing literature will give us a good reference 
or insight to our study. 
Ibbotson and Siegel (1984) measure the non-leverage real estate retums 
between those of stocks and bonds over 1960-1982. The result shows that real 
estate retums have low or negative correlation with stocks and bonds return. For 
example, S & P Common Stocks have negative correlation ( -0.06 ) with real 
estate composite. Also, they find that stocks are priced primarily on market or 
beta risk, real estates are priced by residential risk and non-risk factors such as 
information cost and taxes. 
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Literature from a related discipline can also be found in the work of Liu, Greig 
and Grissom (1990). They find some evidences that the real estate market is 
segmented from the stock market as the result of indirect barriers such as the 
cost, amount and quality of information for real estate rather than legal 
constraints. Another result found by Liu, Greig and Grissom (1990) is that the 
retum on both the FRC and ACLI real estate indices are uncorrelated with the 
retum on any of the overall market proxies like stock and bond. In fact, many 
scholars in westem countries (Kaplan, 1985; Irwin and Landa, 1987; Howells 
and Rydin, 1990 and Webb, 1990) find that the correlation between returns from 
properties and common stocks is low or even negative. Their results are based 
on appraisal based property index and time series data. 
In contrast, Hong Kong property indices complied by government are 
transaction based, not valuation. All the property indices are published annually 
by Rating and Valuation Department in the Property Review. Thus, property 
researches in Hong Kong are using transaction based indices. Tse (1995) uses 
the annual property price from 1980 to 1992 to test various measures of real 
estate retum. Conventionally, retum on real estate is to calculate the so-called 
property yield which is determined by dividing the annualized income by the 
property value. Tse (1995) provides a better way to measure real estate retum. 
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Taking into account the financial leverage effect of mortgage loan, he 
formulated ex-post retum on real estate. The empirical result shows that over 
the period 1980 to 1992，the average one-period ex-post rate of retum is 17% 
while the average house price growth rate is 12%. There is no great difference 
between the two rate of retum because house price appreciation considerably to 
the retum on real estate investment, while the financial leverage effect of 
mortgage loans tends to magnify its volatility. Renaud, Pretorius and Pasadilla 
(1997) also find that the principal component of total real estate retums in Hong 
Kong has continued to originate from capital gains which emphasizes the 
continued strong influence of growth expectation in Hong Kong. The nature of 
capital gain as a principal source of total retums therefore makes asset price 
movements ofutmost importance to investors and in tum the very high observed 
capital gains from investing in residential real estate clearly will also have 
influenced households to purchase their housing in order to capture their gains. 
In Hong Kong, studies on the relationship between real estate market and stock 
market are rare. However, Fu, Leung and Lo (1993) make a contribution in this 
area. They apply the granger causality tests to the quarterly data of residential 
property prices in Hong Kong and the Hang Seng Index of Hong Kong Stock 
Market. They find evidences to support two hypotheses. First, changes in stock 
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prices lead changes in property prices, but not vice versa. Second, smaller 
housing units lead larger housing units in price increase but not vice versa. 
Kwan (1995) also do a related study. In his study, he finds that the price of large 
housing units ( class D & E ) have faster appreciation rate than the small units ( 
class A，B and C )• In his regression analysis，the Hang Seng Index is positively 
correlated with property price index while real interest rate is negatively 
correlated to property price index where Hang Seng Index and real interest rate 
are independent variable. One percent decrease in real interest rate will lead to 
the property price index increase 45% annually. If the Hang Seng index 
increases 200 points quarterly, this makes the property price index increase 7.4% 
annually, 
Chiang and Ganesan (1996) analyse the risk and retum between property and 
stock investment. Their result show that direct property investment has been 
superior to stock investment in Hong Kong. The risk-adjusted retum ofproperty 
investment is better than stock on a quarterly, annual and five-year basis. Also, 
they decompose risk into its systematic and unsystematic components using the 
theoretical framework of the CAPM. The analysis shows that for office and 
industrial property more than half of the total risk is unsystematic, where as for 
stock investment unsystematic risk is only one quarter. 
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Many overseas studies have concluded that the correlation between retums from 
properties and common stocks is low or even negative. In fact, similar 
conclusions are also drawn in the studies of Hong Kong. Fu, Leung and Lo ( 
1993) demonstrate that real estate retums are positively correlated with inflation 
but have low or negative correlation with the retums of stocks and bonds. 
Chiang and Garesan ( 1996) are consistent with these findings that retums from 
property investment also have a low correlation with that of stocks. 
From previous studies, we can see that real estate retums have a low or negative 
correlation with stocks and bonds. This conclusion is consistent with both 
valuation base property index or transaction base property index. In our study, 
we try to use disaggregated data instead of time series data to test our 





4.1 The Model 
The hypothesis that capital gain from private residential property is positively 
correlated with the capital gain from property stock is going to be tested. We 
expect the correlation to be positive. The reason is that when stock market is 
very prosperous, the property market is usually in boom period too. Thus, we 
believe that capital gain from a prosperous stock market should be going in the 
same way with the capital gain in property market during the property boom. 
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Specifically, the capital gain from real estate and stock is measured by the 
following equations : 
Housing Capital Gain : HG = (Ht-Ht_i ) / Ht_i 
Stock Capital Gain : SG = ( SfSt_i) / St_i 
Where HG = Housing Capital Gain 
Ht = Housing price at this period 
Ht-i = Housing price at previous period 
SG = Housing Capital gain 
St = Stock price at this period 
St-i 二 Stock price at previous period 
The testing of the correlation between the housing market and stock market 
capital gains are performed in two parts. In the first part, monthly data will be 
used for testing. There are 48 private residential housing estates that have 
monthly data. We are only interested in the housing estate that is solely 
developed by a single developer. The joint-venture development will not be 
considered. The reason is that we would like to control the quality ofthe housing 
estate. It can be argued that the variations in terms of quality among estates of 
the same developer than that among different developers. In addition, the quality 
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of estates of a single developer might be very different from that of several 
developers, due to potential moral hazard problem. Therefore, we match the 
housing estates with their own housing developers and hope that the results on 
correlation will be sharpened. Then, we choose the property stock in the stock 
market that is correspondence to the above developer. The capital gains of both 
housing estates and corresponding stock are calculated. The computed capital 
gains ofhousing estates are used to compare with the property stock capital gain 
in order to find out capital gain correlation. Further, cross correlation matrix is 
used to analyse the relation between different housing estates. 
To enable the in-depth study of correlation between the housing and stock 
capital gain, we use more disaggregated data in second part that we chase the 
record of each completed property transaction. Only one developer will be 
chosen out for analysis in detail. The Sun Hung Kai Properties Ltd is selected for 
two reasons. First, within the monthly data sample, Sun Hung Kai have the 
largest number of housing estate. Second, in term of the stock market 
capitalization, Sun Hung Kai is the largest one among all property and 
construction companies. Similar to the first part, both capital gain from property 
and stock are compared to find the capital gain correlation. The computed capital 
gain correlation will be used to further analysis. We would also like to study the 
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effect of trading volume and average housing price on the capital gain 
correlation. To study the effect of trading volume and average housing price, we 
would simply find their correlation on the computed capital gain correlation. 
4.2 Variables Used 
This study particularly investigate the private residential unit. Office, retail or 
industry are not included for analysis. Moreover, we will not consider public 
housing or subsidised housing provided by government. The size of house is 
ranged from 500 sq.ft. to 2000 sq.ft. The reason for choosing correspondence 
developer for study is to control the quality of various developers' housing 
estates as mentioned before. 
In this study, we are especially analysing the capital gain of stocks and 
properties. The study of total retum that is adding the rental or dividend yield to 
the capital gain may help to ascertain the result of capital gain correlation. 
However, some studies report that total returns do not have significance impact 
on the correlation between the retum of property and stock. Chiang and Ganesan 
(1996) apply the time series data to calculate the total and capital gain retum. 
The result shows that there is no great different between the capital gain retum 
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and the total retum. In the study ofTse (1995), the result also reflects that capital 
gain retum is not far from total retum. 
Actually, the capital gain retum from real estate is enough to reveal the real 
practice especially in 1990s. From figure 4.1, we can see the tendency of 
housing price and rental. Since 1991, the property price has increased faster than 
the rental by large degree. The rental is only a small part of the total retum. 
Renaud, Pretorius and Pasadilla (1997) confirm that the principal component in 
the housing retum is originate from capital gains. Besides, the housing rental is 
not available in our data base so it is not sufficient to calculate the total retum 
for our study. 
We do not measure retums for leveraged real estate. Many studies in real estate 
(see Ibbotson and Sieger, 1984; Kwan, 1995 and Chiang and Ganesan, 1996) are 
not measured the leverage effect on real estate. The leverage effect is only to 
magnify the volatility of retum on real estate investment (see Tse, 1995). 
All the completed records of property price are the transacted value and the 
monthly data is calculated on the monthly average transacted value. On the 
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Other hand, the monthly stock data is calculated on the monthly average. The 
daily data is the closing price of the day. 
4.3 Sources ofData 
The study period is covered from January 1992 to July 1998 which is before the 
intervention of government in the stock market. All the property price records 
are extracted from the property data based provided by the Economic property 
Research Centre in Economic Times. The stock price is extracted from another 




There are 48 housing estates in the monthly property data base. We choose the 
estates that are solely developed by a single developer. Thus, 24 estates are 
selected to be testing. These estates are constructed by 7 developers. Sun Hung 
Kai Properties have the largest amount of housing estates. Jn contrast. New 
World Development get only one housing estate. Our hypothesis is that there is 
positive correlation between the capital gain in stock market and property market. 
We would like to find the evidence to support this hypothesis. The Table 5.1 
shows the correlation between the capital gain from property stock and housing 
estates and all the retum are computed from monthly data. However, we could 
not find evidence to support our hypothesis. The correlation between the capital 
gain from housing and capital gain from property stock is quite low or even 
negative. It ranges from -0.1451 to 0.2703. This result is not consistent with our 
expectation.^ We also form a cross correlation matrix by different housing 
‘The result computed from quarterly data is given in appendix C1 as reference. The correlation ranges from 
-0.0209 to 0.6287. 
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developers. From table 5.2, we can see that some estates exhibit high correlation 
with others but we can not find any pattern or trend from the table. 
In the second part, we use the disaggregated data to analyse the capital gain 
correlation. In order to control the quality of housing we choose only one 
developer that is Sun Hung Kai for our study. Also, Sun Hung Kai have the 
greatest number of housing estates within our samples. There are total five 
estates developed by Sun Hung Kai. Four housing estates are in the form of 
apartment and one housing estate is in the form of house ( Palm Springs). Table 
5.3 provides description of various housing estates. 
Table 5.4 displays the computed correlation between the capital gain from 
housing estates and Sun Hung Kai's stock. Housing estates show a high positive 
correlation with stocks. The correlation is in the range of 0.3815 to 0.8472. 
Therefore, the result supports our hypothesis that capital gains from real estates 
have positive correlation with capital gains from stock, vice versa. This result is 
different from previous studies using time series data. 
Furthermore, we would also like to investigate the effect of total transaction 
volume and average housing price on the capital gain correlation. Table 5.5 
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shows the result of the effect of total transaction volume on the capital gain 
correlation. The result show that there is a tendency. When the transactions 
volume of a estate are getting more, the capital gain correlation is also becoming 
smaller. That means the transactions volume have effect on the capital gain 
correlation. If the transactions volume are more, the capital gain correlation is 
also smaller. 
In table 5.6, we can see the effect of average housing price on the capital gain 
correlation. From the five housing estates, we can not find any trend or pattern 




In this chapter, we use disaggregated data to test the hypothesis that capital gain 
from real estate is positively correlated with capital gain from property stock. 
Our result is in sharp contrast with related studies. Previous studies employ time 
series data and find that the correlation between the housing and stock retum is 
low or negative. We find a strong correlation in between the capital gains from 
stock and real estate. 
The positive correlation between the property and stock return imply that investor 
can choose either invest in stock or invest in property in order to capture capital 
gain. However, there are additional cost when investor choose to invest in 
property. First , all investors need to pay a large amount of downpayment before 
they acquire the property. Second, real estate is a type of asset that is not 
convenient to convert into cash especially the property market suffer downturn so 
investors should aware this nature. The information cost of real estate investment 
is also higher because they are not homogeneous and lack of centralized market. 
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Also, investor need to aware the management cost of real estate. In sum, the 
above additional cost make the investment in real estate less attractive when 
compare with the investment in stock market. 
We have investigated the effect of transaction volume on the capital gain 
correlation. From our result, the transaction volume has effect on the capital gain 
correlation. Wlien the transactions volume of a housing are getting more, the 
capital gain correlation is also smaller. However, we do not find any effect of the 




The study periods in our paper are the longest periods that the property database 
have. The data collection begins at 1992 and ends at 1998. Relative to other 
kind of investment (for example, stocks), the property investment may need 
longer time to produce better retum. Thus, the length of the study period is one 
of our constraints. 
Our property data base provides only the information on private residential units. 
Office, retail or industry data are not provided so we can not compare other 
residential type of properties with other type of properties. 
Further, we need to spend a lot of time to convert the raw data from the property 
data base into the computed real estate retum. It is also one ofthe shortcomings 
in the property database. 
In Hong Kong, there are lacking of real estate researches. It is hardly for us to 
find some related studies to compare with our result. Therefore, it is encouraged 
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Previous studies show that real estates retum have low or even negative 
correlation with stock retum. These studies are using time series data either in 
valuation based or in transaction based. However, we use a data set that is 
different from previous studies. Our data set is more disaggregated and it is 
transacted based which enables us to chase back each completed record of 
transaction. We have studied the correlation between the capital gain from 
private residential housing estate and property stock. Our analysis cover from 
Jan 1992 to June 1998. Evidence support that capital gain from real estate 
market positively correlate with capital gain from property stock. Besides, we 
find that transaction volume is related to the capital gain correlation. When the 
transactions volume is high, the capital gain correlation tends to be small. On 
the other hand, the average housing price has no special trend or pattem with the 
capital gain correlation. 
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Our result is a breakthrough from previous findings. It is also interesting to 
extend our study by analysing more housing estates in order to fmd additional 
pattem or implication from the study. 
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Table 1.1: Property Stock and General Stock Index, Property Price Index and CPI (1986-1996) 
Year Qtr. Residential Property Price Index Property Stocks General Stocks CPI 
1986 1 5J 1929.7 “ 1625.94 ~ 164 
- 2 一 51 2036.12 — 1739.11 166 
3 54 2668.25 2068.44 — r g 7 _ _ 
4 — 56 3433.48 ~ ~ 2568.3 168 
1987 1 61 3820.91 2713.81 170 — 
2 65 4930.88 3178.19 — 175 
3 “ 67 一 5956.86 3943.64 一 176 
“ 4 — 67 3222.8 — 2302.75 180 
1988 1 70 — 3630.53 2543.97 — 182 
- 2 一 77 3999.16 ~~" 2671.49 186 
3 82 3744.25 2441.05 — 191 
4 88 4437.52 2687.44 194 
1989 1 ^ 5001.6 3004.98 199 
2 ‘ 101 3227.47 “ 2273.91 206 — 
3 “ 98 4619.56 ‘ 2758.25 210 — 
4 103 “ 4503.29 _ 2836.57 212 
1990 1 “ 106 4906.81 2997.98 _ 218 
2 “ 108 一 5300.58 一 3278.24 225 
3 ‘ 113 4440 ‘ 2760.82 230 — 
4 118 - 4829.09 3024.55 — 236 
1991 1 ‘ 124 6294.34 2745.97 244 _ 
2 “ 141 6121.64 “ 3668.64 250 _ 
3 164 ‘ 6976.94 3956.69 255 
4 “ 183 7106.46 “ 4297.33 — 260 一 
1992 1 “ 200 8230.48 4938.3 267 一 
2 “ 219 10717.88 ‘ 6103.92 274 “ 
3 224 _ 9055.86 — 5505.44 281 
4 217 - 8384.89 一 5512.39 285 
1993 1 ‘ 216 8384.89 “ 6388.86 290 一 
2 232 “ 11176.66 ~ " 7099.28 298 
3 250 — 12058.95 — 7676.22 303 
4 251 “ 22239.4 11888.39 309 
1994 1 “ 288 16912.34 “ 9029.91 314 — 
2 298 一 14325.54 ~~ 8758.41 “ 322 
3 295 ~ " 16973.7 “ 8521.24 331 “ 
4 290 — 13523.44 — 8191.04 339 
1995 1 — 284 14532.82 ~ ~ 8587.72 345 _ 
2 280 一 15688.77 ~ 8206.54 353 
3 264 - 16890.52 一 9646.34 361 
4 261 “ 17572.23 ~ 10073.39 363 
1996 1 “ 277 19890.68 “ 10957.2 — 370 “ 
2 291 — 20884.23 ~ 11020.9 378 
3 296 22379.68 11902.43 384 一 
Sources: Hong Kong Property Review, various issues and Hong Kong Digest of Statistics, 
various issues. 
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Table 2.1:Total Housing Stocks in Hong Kong (1985-1995) 
Year No. of Units (' 000) Public Housing {°/^  Private Housing (�/^ ^ 
1985 1168 49.3 — 50.7 一 
1986 1231 49.2 50.8 
1987 1294 49.2 50.8 
1988 1344 一 48.5 515 
1989 “ 1410 一 48.5 51.5 
1990 1504 47.9 — 52.1 “ 
1991 1530 48.9 — 51.5 “ 
1992 “ 1586 — 49.2 50.8 
1993 1637 49.1 ~ ~ 50.9 “ 
1994 1696 48.9 ~ " 51.1 ‘ 
1995 1739 49.1 50.9 
Source: Hong Kong Property Review, various issues. 
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Table 2.2: Market Shares of Major Developers 
Developer Market share 
Swire Pacific 3.30% 
Cheung Kong Holdings 9.80% 
New World Development 3.50% 
Sun Hung Kai 8.90% 
Hang Lung Development 6.30% 
Henderson Land 5.80% 
All major developer 37.60% 
Others 62.40% 
Total 100% 
Note 1: Including subsidiaries.Figures are average over the peri 
Note 2: Complted new residential units supplied by the develop 
of the total number of new units complted. 
Source: Wong (1996) 
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Table5.1: Correlation between Properties and Stocks' Capital Gains {monthly data) 
Developer |Estate Name Sample Period Capital Gain Correlation 
Cheung Kong Holding Belvedere Garden — 1/1/92-31/7/98 0.0912 
City Garden 1/1/92-31/7/98 ~ 0.0434 
Kingswood Villa 171/92-31/7/98 “ ^0 .12^ 
Laguna City 1/1/92-31/7/9T" 0.0399 
Hang Lung Development Amoy Garden 1/1/92-31/7/98 0 . 1 ^ 
Henderson Land Beverly Hill 1/1/92-31"/98— 0 . 2 ^ 
“Sheung Shui Centre T/9/92-31A7/98 -0.0155 
Sunshine City 1/4/92-31/7/9S"" 0 . 1 ^ 
Villa Athena 1/8/93-31/7/9^" 0.1U5 
New World Development Baguio Villa 1/1/92-31/7/98 -Q.04^ 
Sino Gold Coast T/3/92-31/7/98 0.1428 
Miami Beach Tower !>1/92-31/7/98— Q . 2 ^ 
Pacific Palisades 17^2-31/7/98 0.1667 
“Serenity Park 1/1/92-31/7/98— 0.1510 
—Tuen Mun Town Plaza 1/1/92-31A7/98 0.0370 
Sung Hung Kai Dynasty Court 1/1/92-31/7/98 0.1308 
New Town Plaza T7l/92-31/7/98 0.2703 
—Pa lm Springs 一 1 /3 /93-31^8 -0.0073 
Sea Crest Villa T/1/92-31/7/98 0.2740 
“Uptown Plaza T/1/92-31/7/98~ 0 . 1 ^ 
Swire Pacific Beacon Heights 1/1/92-31"/98 一 - 0 . 1 4 ^ 
.Parkvalue 1/3/93-31/7/98 0.0908 
"TaikooShing T/1/92-31/7/98 0.1700 
|westlands Court |l/1/92-31/7/98 -0.0391 
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Table 5.2: Cross Correlation Matrix by Various Housing Estates 
CHEUNG KONG CORRELATION MATRIX 
Stock Klngswood City Garden Laguna City Belvedere 
Stock 1 
Kingswood -0.1220 1 
City Garden 0.1016 0.3851 1 
Laguna City 0.0144 0.2884 0.6147 1 
Beivedere 0.0022 0.3346 0.5588 0.6532 1 
HENDERSON CORRELATION MATRIX 
Stock Sheung Shui Sunshine City Villa Athena Beverly Hill 
Stock 1 
Sheung Shui -0.0155 1 
Sunshine City 0.1647 0.4741 1 
Villa Athena 0.1145 0.6713 0.6713 1 
Beverly Hill 0.2304 0.2616 0.3754 0.2195 1 
SHK CORRELATION MATRIX 
Stock New Town Palm Springs Dynasty Court Sea Crest Villa Uptown 
Stock 1 
New Town 0.2703 1 
Palm Springs -0.0073 0.1232 1 
Dynasty Court 0.1308 0.0716 0.1883 1 
Sea Crest Villa 0.2740 0.2283 0.2593 � . 1 2 7 9 1 
Uptown 0.1845 0.2440 0.3646 0.1787 0.3229 1 
SINO CORRELATION MATRIX 
Stock Serenity Park Miami Beach Gold Coast Pacific Palisades Tuen Mun Town 
Stock 1 
Serenity Park 0.1510 1 
Miami Beach 0.2125 0.2001 1 
Gold Coast 0.1428 0.4722 0.4092 1 
Pacific Pallsades 0.1667 0.3537 0.1150 0.0314 1 
Tuen Mun Town 0.0370 0.6659 0.5599 0.2366 0.3457 1 
SWIRE CORRELATION MATRIX 
Stock Taikoo Shing Westlands Court Parkvalue Beacon Heights 
Stock 1 
Taikoo Shing 0.1700 1 
Westlands Court -0.0391 0.5243 1 
Parkvalue 0.0908 0.4447 0.3658 1 
Beacon Heights -0.1451 0.3231 0.3211 0.1349 ^ 
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Table 5.3: Description of the Five Housing Estates 
Dynasty Court New Town Pla; Palm Springs Sea Crest Villa Uptown Plaza 
Housing Type Appartment Appartment House Appartment Appartment 
No. of Blocks 5 5 22 Path 10 6 
Location 23 Old Peak Shatin Central San Tam Road 18 Castle Peak 9 Nam Wan Road 
Road Street Yuen Leng Road Tai Po 
Mid-Levels Shatin Tsuen Wan 
Completion Date Nov. 1991 Jul. 1991 Mar. 1993 Nov. 1992 Jun. 1991 
Average Price 10566 6374 3749 4763 4640 
(per sq. ft.) 





Table 5.4: Correlation between Capital Gains from Housing and Sun Hung Kai's Stock 
Housing Estate Capital Gain Correlation with Stock 
Dynasty Court 0.8472 
New Town Plaza 0.5867 
Palm Springs 0.4866 
Sea Crest Villa 0.3815 
Uptown Piaza 0.5128 
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Table 5.5: Resuit of the Effect of Total Transaction Volume on Capita! Gain Correlation 
Housing Estate Transaction Volume Capital Gain Correlation with Stock 
Dynasty Court 150 0.8472 
New Town Plaza 194 0.5867 
Uptown Plaza 276 0.5128 
Palm Springs 657 0.4866 
Sea Crest Villa 1414 0.3815 
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Table 5.6: Resuit of the Effect of Average Price on Capitai Gain Corre!ation 
Housing Estate Average Price (per sq. fL) Capitai Gain Correlation with Stock 
Palm Springs 3749 0.4866 
Uptown Plaza 4640 0.5128 
Sea Crest Vi!la 4763 0.3815 
New Town Plaza 6374 0.5867 



























































































































































Figure 4.1; Rental and Resident ial Property Price (1980-1995) 
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A1: Capital Gains Correlation and Transactions Volume of Dynasty Court 
Block Transactions Volume Capital Gains Correlation 
1 43 0.7748 
2 Nil Nil 
3 Nil Nil 
4 56 0.8185 
5 51 0.8475 
Note: Block 2 and 3 are for renting so there are no transaction price. 
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A2: Capital Gains Correlation and Transactions Volume of New Town Plaza 
Block Transactions Volume Capitals Gains Correlation 
1 52 0.4836 
2 70 0.7171 
3 85 0.7471 
4 78 0.5643 
5 46 0.5401 
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A3: Capital Gains Correlation and Transactions Volume of Palm Springs 
Path Transactions Volume Capital Gains Correlation 
Begonia 29 0.4629 
Camelia 10 0.812 
Cedar 8 0.8119 
Cherry 7 0.4812 
Cypress 189 0.5408 
Ficus 14 0.1998 
Gmelina 16 0.6768 
Hibiscus 16 0.7354 
Kapok 22 0.2486 
Laurel 25 0.5602 
Lilly 39 0.2621 
Lotus 23 0.7247 
Magnolia 17 0.5198 
Maize 11 0.5327 
Marigold 20 0.4311 
Michelia 20 0.5571 
Oleander 15 0.4244 
Orchid 16 0.3586 
Osmanthus 20 0.1967 
Pinaceae 78 0.5892 
Pmnus 29 0.3927 
Willow 33 0.4236 
5 4 
A4: Capital Gains Correlation and Transactions Volume of Sea Crest Villa 
Block Transactions Volume Capital Gains Correlation 
1 166 0.3951 
2 165 0.5002 
3 153 0.4703 
4 150 0.4656 
5 110 0.1659 
6 140 0.4801 
7 82 0.2403 
8 149 0.5331 
9 168 0.3546 
10 131 0.4333 
5 5 
A5: Capita! Gains Correlation and Transactions Volume of Uptown Plaza 
B!ock Transactions Volume Capital Gains Correlation 
1 61 0.3581 
2 39 0.4108 
3 49 0.3828 
4 42 0.6823 
5 44 0.7747 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































C.1: Correlation between Properties and Stocks' Capital Gains (quarterly data) 
Developer |Estate Name |Sample Period Capital Gain Correlation 
Cheung Kong Holding Belvedere Garden 1/1/92-31y7/98 0-4019 
City Garden Tn/92-31/7/98 0.448l" 
_KingswoodVilla _1/1/92-317/98 0.3248 
Laguna City 1/1/92-31A7/9~ 0.4661 
Hang Lung Development Amoy Garden " l /1/92-31/7/9~ 0.3221 
Henderson Land Beverly Hill T7T/92-31/7/98 0-4775 
Sheung Shui Centre 1/9/92-31/7/98 0.2552 
Sunshine City 1/4/92-31/7/9~ 0.3639 
Villa Athena 1/8/93-31/7/98 0 . 4 研 
New World DevelopmenI Baguio Villa 1/1/92-31/7/98 0.1432 
Sino Gold Coast 1/3/92-31/7/98 — 0.3781 
Miami Beach Tower 1/1/92-31/7/98 “ 0-4041 
—Pacific Palisades 1/1/92-31/7/98 0.4771 
Serenity Park 1/1/92-31/7/98 0.4937 
‘Tuen Mun Town Plaza T7T/92-31/7/98 0-2337 
Sung Hung Kai ‘ Dynasty Court ¥f/92-31/7/98 0.6287 
New Town Plaza "T7i792-31/7/98 0.3547 
—Palm Springs 1/3/93-31/7/98 0.2323 
• Sea Crest Villa TH/92-31/7/98 0.3873 
— UptownHaza 1/1/92-31/7/9~ 0.4176 
Swire Pacific ^ Beacon Heights 1/1/92-31/7/9~ -0.0209 
Parkvalue 1/3/93-31/7/98 0 . 2 ^ 
Taikoo Shing 1/1/92-31/7/98 0.3717 
|westlands Court |l/1/92-31/7/98 0.2237 
6 4 
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